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Figure 1: Sample of the topics that interest the SIG showing the five-staged research cycle for HCI research projects.

ABSTRACT
This Special Interest Group (SIG) explores the transformative impact
of Generative Artificial Intelligence (GenAI) on Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) research processes. The theme here is to answer
“question zero”: when to use and when to refrain from using AI tools
during the research cycle? The discussion is guided by five research
phases commonly used in HCI: research planning, prototyping,
data collection, analysis and synthesis, and dissemination and com-
munication. We investigate how GenAI accelerates project cycles,
enhances reproducibility, and influences inclusivity in research.
We also address the challenging ethical considerations about the
ownership of generated content. Our goal is to build a community
of HCI enthusiasts to harness the early advantages of the recent
groundbreaking technology and foresee challenges arising from its
prevalence in the scientific community.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Interaction paradigms; • Computing methodologies
→ Artificial intelligence.

KEYWORDS
Generative AI, Large Language Models, Large Multimodal Models,
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) provides novel ways for
users to create text, images, and various multimedia. There is great
excitement about the potential of this technology to support a wide
range of creative and analytical tasks. For researchers, especially
in human-computer interaction, intriguing questions arise: How
is AI changing the overall human-centred design process [14] and
the way we do research in general? What if we use large language
models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT, to simulate users’ responses to
interview questions [4]?What if we employ synthetically generated
data to train algorithms, addressing issues of data scarcity and bias
in user data [9]? What if LLMs support manuscript writing and con-
ducting reviews of research publications, potentially alleviating the
heavy workload of academic researchers [8]? It is foreseeable that
those models will allow different approaches to conduct research
broadly defined, including social sciences and human-computer
interaction.

HCI research contributions [1, 17] independent of the domain
usually involve some or all of these phases (see Figure 1 and 2): 1)
research planning, where a topic is selected and a research method
is chosen, 2) prototyping, where intervention or an apparatus is
built, 3) data collection, where the researchers gather insights, 4)
analysis and synthesis, where researchers use quantitative, qualita-
tive, or mixed methods approaches to make sense of the data and
expand the scientific knowledge, and finally 5) dissemination and
communication, where the results are communicated internally
within research teams and externally to the scientific community
for archival and discussion [7, 10].

In principle, GenAI can speed up project cycles by creating and
reusing content at different phases using iterative constraints rather
than step-by-step creation. For example, Park et al. [12] leveraged
GPT-3 to simulate synthetic users and conversations over social
computing platform prototypes, where they found that generated re-
sponses are hard to differentiate from actual community behaviour.
GenAI interactions can also inspire researchers about research gaps
through iteratively summarizing and analyzing larger bodies of
knowledge. For example, Oppenlaender and Hämäläinen [11] eval-
uated the combination of ChatGPT and GPT-4 for mining insights
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from a text corpus of the CHI 2023 conference proceedings to iden-
tify research challenges in HCI, and conclude that such an approach
enables a cost-efficient means for mining insights in academia and
practice at scale. They can also support researchers in including
hard-to-reach communities in research projects. Moreover, they
can impact research reproducibility by offering simulated users’
data and fundamentally changing the way we need to communi-
cate and preserve our scientific results. An example is Kim and
Lee’s work [6] demonstrating a methodological framework that
integrates LLMs and social surveys to accurately predict individual
responses to survey questions that were partially missing. While
these advantages are notable, they come at a cost. AI systems are
not infallible; they can produce hallucinations, such as content that
diverges from the user input, contradicts previously generated con-
text, or misaligns with established world knowledge (as observed
in LLMs [19]), and factual errors, often reflecting biases present in
their training data [4]. The tension between genuine co-creation
and plagiarism is also an ongoing discussion within the HCI com-
munity. Many researchers struggle to determine ethically under
what conditions must they disclose their use of AI tools in their
research work, particularly in light of ACM policies and ethical
guidelines (e.g., ACM Policies on Authorship1). Feeding research
data to GenAI applications to aid researchers also poses serious
concerns about data security and privacy.

In this SIG, we want to bring researchers together to envision
how will GenAI support our research processes and identify
the limitations of co-working with such systems?While pre-
vious SIGs (e.g. [5, 15]) discussed the use of AI as a tool for building
innovative HCI systems, our goal here is to complement this work
and focus on the fundamental upcoming changes to the scientific
processes in the HCI community with the prevalence of GenAI.

We specifically focus on two questions: 1) How will GenAI
change the way we perform standard HCI methods? and 2) Is there
space for new approaches to do HCI research that were not possible
before GenAI? We want to reflect on both questions through the
research cycle phases (see Figure 1) focusing on five perspectives:

(1) The power of GenAI to create, simulate and reuse existing
content.

(2) The challenges and limitations of relying on the created
content.

(3) The impact of using such models on inclusion and diversity
of participants and researchers.

(4) Governance models and ethics of the Human-AI interaction
in the context of research processes.

(5) The short and long-term impact of different styles of inter-
action with GenAI on researchers.

2 CONTEXTUAL OVERVIEW OF GENERATIVE
AI

AI research has already spanned about six decades [3]. It’s only
been recently that the launch of commercial GenAI applications
such as ChatGPT 2 has transformed the landscape of AI. Versa-
tile foundation models, such as large language models (LLMs, e.g.,
1ACM Policies on Authorship and FAQs: https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/
frequently-asked-questions
2Launched in November 2022

GPT-3, BERT), visual models (e.g., DALL-E, Florence), or large mul-
timodal models (LMMs, e.g., UniLM, Gemini), built on deep neural
networks and self-supervised learning, have gained widespread
adoption through several applications [2], including ChatGPT 3,
DALL-E 3 4, Stable Diffusion 5, and Midjourney 6. We coin the term
Large Whatever Models (LWM) as an umbrella to refer to all those
models employing any type of big data for predictions. We use
“GenAI” for the remainder of the proposal to reference the output of
LWMs because it is more widely understood. Metaphorically, LLMs
are essentially sophisticated autocomplete tools [16] that generate
creative texts such as poems, code, or answer questions about a wide
range of topics. LWMs are an extension of LLMs that are designed
to process and generate content in multiple modalities, including
text, images, and audio [18]. For example, the recently introduced
LMM Google Gemini 7 is described as “a significant leap forward”
in AI. It seems that Gemini not only can explain reasoning in math
and physics and create games on the go, but also “understands"
user intent to generate tailored experiences. Such technologies will
change the way we conduct research, and we aim that this SIG puts
our community at the forefront of that change.

3 SIG TOPICS
There is the claim that GenAI can speed up the process of creating
interactive systems [13]. In the SIG, we use the research cycle phases
to guide the discussion (see Figure 1). We specifically want to look
into this in detail and discuss the opportunities and limitations for
the following tasks:
Topic 1: Research planning Possible discussion questions include:

can GenAI help researchers find better research gaps? How
to design studies and experiments using GenAI?Which study
materials can be generated by GenAI? What is the role of
GenAI in uncovering related work?

Topic 2: Prototyping Possible discussion questions include: Can
we better understand our stakeholders by developing dy-
namic personas that designers can converse with? Can we
change the way we use ideation methods like storyboards
by automatically generating them based on persona descrip-
tions? How will GenAI change the speed of experiencing
high-fidelity prototypes and democratize their production?
Will GenAI help non-expert researchers use fabrication and
tangible prototyping as common research tools? How can
we effectively incorporate participation by both human users
and intelligent systems into a participatory design process?

Topic 3: Data collection Possible discussion questions include:
when to collect data from participants and generate simu-
lation data from GenAI? Can GenAI help in replacing user
evaluation for developed prototypes? What is the impact
of simulated data on diversity and inclusion of participants’
attitudes? Can we better represent communities that are tra-
ditionally marginalized through simulated data in contexts
such as focus groups? What are the implications of replacing

3ChatGPT: https://chat.openai.com
4DALL-E 3: https://openai.com/dall-e-3
5Stable Diffusion: https://stablediffusionweb.com
6Midjourney: https://www.midjourney.com
7Google Gemini is a multimodal language model launched on December 6, 2023:
https://deepmind.google/technologies/gemini/#introduction
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Figure 2: Summary of the research phases in HCI contributions. (X) denotes a used phase from the project’s research cycle.

interviewing researchers with conversational agents? Does
GenAI enable participants to better express themselves in
ways that were not accessible before such as drawing con-
cepts in real-time by describing them? How to ensure data
quality and counteract malicious usage such as mechanical
turk farms of imaginary users using GenAI?

Topic 4: Analysis and synthesis Possible discussion questions
include: how can we utilize GenAI to code and understand
qualitative data? How can GenAI help researchers in dis-
tilling data trends without biasing their interpretation of
the data? How will GenAI impact developments in activity
recognition and understanding of human behaviour? How
do AI hallucinations impact the analysis validity and how
to deal with them? How can GenAI support the external
validity of research results through simulated data?

Topic 5: Dissemination and Communication Possible discus-
sion questions include: when should we write papers from
scratch and when can we use GenAI to generate text? Should
we still publish papers in the same format or should we use
alternative formats such as key bullet points that are ex-
panded based on the reader’s knowledge? How can GenAI
help us give better research talks? What should we preserve
about our research processes: the papers or more compre-
hensive logs? How can GenAI support the reproducibility
of research? Should we find indexable alternatives for publi-
cations that support the preservation of negative research
results?

Topic 6: Ownership and Agency Who owns content created by
ChatGPT: the researcher who wrote the prompt or the AI?
To what extent does the participation of GenAI agents in
research projects qualify as plagiarism, andwhen does it tran-
sition into a collaborative process of human-AI co-creation?
How to check the content source in a research project, whether
it is human-generated or AI-generated? In what ways might
current publication policies regarding GenAI usage discrim-
inate against or benefit authors depending on their demo-
graphics? How will GenAI benefit non-native speakers writ-
ing papers or researchers with accessibility needs?

4 SIG GOAL AND OUTCOME
Our goal here is to start the discussion and build a persistent sup-
port community to harness the power of AI in evolving academic

research, foresee the challenges and try to circumvent them. While
our discussion primarily revolves around the research-creation cy-
cle, it’s essential to acknowledge that GenAI also influences other
facets of the scientific ecosystem, including review generation and
publication production. The SIG is relevant to authors in SIGCHI
conferences as it targets the pillars of scientific projects. Exam-
ples of relevant communities include but are not limited to system
designers, empirical researchers, social scientists, fabrication and
tangibles researchers, and theory researchers. The content is also
relevant to the academic and industrial audience doing research.

The SIG will be divided into two parts. The first part is a panel-
like format where selected experts provide a pitch vision about
the potential of GenAI to support each of the research phases.
Afterwards, we will moderate group activities with the attendees
such as re-imagining best papers methodology using GenAI and
collection of AI tools for HCI with pros and cons. We will also have
free time to discuss the next steps.

For content preservation beyond the SIG, we will create a web-
site8 to publicize the SIG content and host all the post-SIG resources.
We will also start a chat space like Discord or Slack and publicize it
before, during, and after the SIG. Domain-specific channels such
as qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis will be created.
After the SIG, we want to consolidate the discussion in different
formats for consumption. First, we will compile a list of AI tools
for research categorized by the five aforementioned phases and
publish them as a resource for the community. We may also submit
a report about the results of the SIG as a publication. Additionally,
we will summarize the output of the SIG in a short video that can be
widely disseminated to the larger scientific audience as a resource.
We hope to create a starter resources kit that the community can
utilize to experiment with GenAI.
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